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1. If by interpolation from a table giving values of u in terms of x we
obtain the value of u for a value of x not given in the table, the result
differs from the true value by an error due to two causes. The first is
the fact that the formulae used are only approximate, being based on the
assumption of a certain relation between successive values of u; the error
due to this cause may be called the " residual error," since it usually
represents the remainder of a series the first few terms of which are used
for calculating the value of u. The second is the fact that the tabulated
values of u are themselves only approximate; if, for instance, u is given
to seven places of decimals, we only know that the tabulated value does
not differ from the true value by more than £ of '0000001. The error due
to this cause may be called the " tabular error." The present paper deals
with the relative accuracy of the ordinary advancing-difference formula
and the central-difference formulae for interpolation, so far as each of
these errors is concerned. The tabular error is considered first, as
being of the greater practical importance. It will be found that, as
regards both classes of error, central-difference formulae are in general
more accurate than the ordinary formula. The results obtained, so
far as the central-difference formulae are concerned, are believed to
be new.
It will be assumed (unless otherwise stated) that the values of x for
which u is tabulated proceed by a constant difference h, and that all
the values of u are tabulated within the same limits of error + %p.
The values of x are represented by ... #_2, x-i, x0, xx, x2, ..., where
xlt ==. xo-\-nh; and the corresponding values of u by ... U-i, U-\, uQ, ux, u^, —
The formulae considered are for the value ue corresponding to xe ==xQ-\-9h,
where 0, in the ordinary formula, lies between 0 and 1, and in the central-
difference formulae lies either between 0 and 1 or between — £ and -f •£.
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I. Tabular Error.
2. Let the tabulated values of u be ... U-2, DLi, Uo, Uv U2, ..., their
errors being ... a_2, a_i, a0, alt a2, ..., so that
Un=un+an; . (1)
and let the calculated value of u9 be Ue, with error ag, so that (the
formula used being assumed correct)
Ue = U9+a9. (2)
In all the formulae which we shall consider, u9 is expressed as a series
of terms involving finite differences (or " tabular differences ") of success-
ively higher orders, but in the first degree only. This series, taken up
to any term, will give u& as a linear function of a number of consecutive
values of u; and it is therefore clear from (1) and (2) that the value of a6
is obtained* in terms of ... a_i, a0, olf ... or their successive differences
by merely substituting a for u or U in the interpolation-formula.
A. Advancing DifferencesA
8. The ordinary formula for interpolation is I
. 0
 A 0(1—0) A2 , 0 ( l - 0 ) ( 2—0)o y i A u o ^ r A X + g j A % . . . , (3)
where Aw0 =.%—^0, A2u0 = Awx—AM0, ... ;
0 being between 0 and 1. Expressing AM0, A2M0, ... in terms of
u0, uv w2, ..., this becomes
uo = ^ o + p («*i—wo) 2! ^a
and therefore (§ 2)
ae = ao-f Y7(ai~ao) «1
, 0 ( l - 0 ) ( 2 - 0 ) / Q , Q , ,„
+ — 57 (a 3 —3^+8^ — cto) —.... (5)
the series being continued for as many terms as are used in (3).
• It is assumed that the tabulated differences of n are the uncorreoted difierenoes of the
tabulated values of u (see § 8).
t Cf. H . L. Rice, Theory and Practice of Interpolation (1899), pp. 46-52.
X A variation of this formula is obtained by taking the receding differences A«_i, A^ . j , . . . ;
but this need not be specially considered.
SEE. 2. VOL. 4. so. 932. Y
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If we collect coefficients of OQ, alt aa, ... in (5), we find that, except for
r = 0, the terms containing a, are all of sign (—Y'1- The coefficient of
a
°
1 B
 i-_ e _ 3(1-3) 0(l-0)(2-0)
1! 2! 8!
(6)
the successive values of which, according to the number of terms taken
in (8), are
e _i-
1!~ 1!
1-0 0(1-0) _ (l-0)(2-0)
1! 2! . 2!
(1-0H2-0) _ 0(l-0)(2-0) (l-0)(2-0)(3-l
8! ~2 ! 3 !
(7)
and therefore, however many terms of (3) are taken, the coefficient of a0
is always positive.
Hence the greatest possible value of a9 (a0 being taken to be positive)
is when a0, av a2, ... are each numerically equal to \p, the signs being
+ , +, -, +, -, ...
This would give ax—a0 = + (2—2) %p,
03-2^+^ =-(2a-2)i / B f
, - a o = - f - (2 3 -2 )^ ,
(8)
so that the limit of error of ue is
- 2 ) + ... } , (9)
he same number of terms being taken as in the interpolation-formula.
The series inside the brackets in (9), taken up to terms due to use of
th differences, is
+i0(l-0)(2-0)(8-0)(4-0)+^J0(l-0)(2-0)(3-0)(4-0)(5-e).(lO)
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B. Central Differences.
4. Notation.—The same notation will be used as in an earlier paper
on " Central-Difference Formulae."* The operator which converts f(x)
mtof(x-\-%h)—f(x—%h) is denoted by Sf(x), and the operator which con-
verts/(re) into £ \f(x+%h)+f(x—\h) \ is denoted by M ; so that
Thus the tabular differences are as shown in the following table
X
X-2
X-\
X,
u
U.i
ua
lstDiff.
8w_»
«**-!
Su>
SUx
2nd Diff.
S'2U . 2
8:w_,
S-u{l
8a?t1
3rd Diff.
83«-»
8- t-j
53u5
and, if we take the means of consecutive pairs of terms in each column,
and insert them in brackets, we obtain a table
X
x_,
x0
X,
u
«.
lstDiff. 2nd Diff. 3rd Dili.
(
"
8 I
' "
)
in which the "central differences" of un are n*.Sitn, S2uK, /j.Shin, ..., while
* Proceedings, Vol. xxxi., p. 449. The paper contained (p. 465) a brief examination of the
accuracy of certain formulae involving central differences, but it did not deal with the accuracy
of interpolation-formulae.
Y 2
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the term and differences central to the interval between xn and xn+\ are
f x u n + h , S u n + h , fjL^Un+h ^ 8 « » + A , . . . .
It should be observed that
+ .2n-lC2lln--2 — -..— tt-(n-l), (11);
Q toCaMs-a— ...'+?*-», (12)
where
 mCp denotes the coefficient of zJ) in the expansion of (l+x)m. Also
(13)
n-1 „
 +«H? c _
n
 2n x
+ (_)»-r JL
 2nCn_rUr+...-U-n, (13A)
2;?—1 ^ , 2?i—3
(14 A>
We may combine and generalize ( 1 3 A) and ( 1 4 A) in the statement that
the coefficient of uq+p in 2/jLSni~1uq is
(15)
where q is of the form +k or + & + £ according as m is even or odd, and
q-\-p is an integer, positive or negative, such that p is not greater than \m
or less than — \m.
5. Interpolation-Formula.—Let the tabulated value of x which is
nearest to the value for which u is sought be xQ, so that xe = xo-\-6h,
where 6 may have any value from — £ to +£• Then the principle of
central-difference interpolation is that we express ug in terms of the series
of differences on the two sides of the half-interval in which x lies, i.e., in
terms of u0, &u0, <54w0 and either fot_j, <53w_j, ..., or Su±, 83u^, —
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The standard formula, if 0 is positive, is*
0
-
.  - 0(1-0) -a (1 + 0)0(1-0)
= uQ+  Suh - v 2 { S \ - —L-L^ •
|
while, if 0 is negative, it is +
u - u 4- ° to, 4- a+6)e A/ (1 + 0)0(1-0)#„u0 = 2co-\- — du-h H £ 1 — ° Mo 3-j ° "-1
4! u 5!
The coefficients in the above formulae are not suitable for actual
calculations, and it is obviously inconvenient to have different formulae
according as the half-interval in which x lies is on the negative or the
positive side of a tabulated value. The formulae therefore require adapta-
tion.
Since the tabular difference occurring in each term of (16) or (17) is
the difference of two tabular differences of the next lower order, one of
which occurs in the preceding term, the successive terms can be combined
in pairs, and each pair can be expressed either in terms of two consecutive
tabular differences or in terms of the sum and the difference of these two.
For instance, 8u% = ux—«0, so that ?to+0<5w$ can be expressed either as
Bux + (1—0) uQ or as \ (ux+uQ) — (£—0) (%—w0) = fiu$—(^—0) 8uj. Hence
the series in (16) can be converted into four other series, according to one
or other of the following schemes:—
(A)
(B) fxu^ 8u% /u.8 u^ 8 Ui ... ;
(C\ it J ~* ~* U~* "'
u Shu ... :
(D) icQ
It may be shown that the resulting formulae are as follows:—
IK\« -n AW 0(l-fl)(2-0U • (l + 0)0(l-0)(2-0)(3-0)^,
(A) tto — ( 1 — 0)'WO £• d uQ-\ — 6 w 0 — . . .
,
 fl (1 + 0)0(1-0) »2 . (2+fl)(l+0)0(l-fl)(2-0)A4
-\-VUl g-j 0 Ux-\ — 0 Ux—...,
(18)
Loc. cit., p. 473, formula (101). + Ibid., formula (102).
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(B) u9 = ^ ^ ^ Q
• (l + 0)0( l -0) (2-0) ^ ,x ffl (1 + 0)0(1-0)(2-0) ,5
4! 5!
(19)
.. ( i+O)oq-O) (2 -0 ) , 3
W_. — 0 ?/_ I + . . .
4!
2! ~* 4!
(20)
(D) Ug =
Z! 0 !
.. (21)
The formula (17) would also give (20) and (21), while the correspond-
ing formula for interpolating between u^ and % instead of between ?*_$ and
v0, if expressed in terms of xe—x0 instead of in terms of xe—xv would
give (18) and (19). Thus either of the formulae (18) and (19) includes both
(16) and (17) for interpolating through the interval from uQ to ulf while
either (20) or (21) includes both (16) and (17) for interpolating through
the interval from *t_4 to ih. The formulae (18) and (19) are the result of
taking (16) and (17) up to tabular differences of an odd order, while (20) and
(21) are the result of taking them up to tabular differences of an even order.
If in (A) we write <p = (1 — 0), it becomes
: ^— S lln — . . .
which is Everett's formula.* This is by far the most convenient formula
for construction of tables by subdivision of intervals, since, when 0 has
a series of values corresponding to the subdivision of the interval h into
a number of equal portions, <f> has the same series of values, but in
the reverse order. Thus each term in (22) appears in the calculation
of two values of u; so that the number of calculations of separate terms
in u is halved.
(B) is Bessel's formula, slightly modified. If we write
• J . D. Everett in Journ. Imt. Actuaries, Vol. xxxv., p. 452, 'vnd British Association Report,
1900, p. 648.
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so that \js may have any value from — £ to +£ , it becomes
3!
4! 5!
. . , ,
 ( 2 8 )
for interpolation between u0 and uv
(C) is a somewhat similar formula to (A) for subdivision of the interval
from w_$ to Ufr If we write
, itso that the interval from u^ to u± is divided into portions
becomes
/T\2 2
Ug = uQ+ ^-z~-— <5tt-*—2!
4! S
9
uh - . . . . (24)
This is not so convenient as (22), since, as x increases from 0 to 1 or
w decreases from 1 to 0, some of the coefficients of each tabular difference
are positive and others negative.
(D) is usually known as Stirling's formula. It is the most useful
formula for isolated interpolations if written in the form of Taylor's
theorem
u9 = uo+6hu'o+ ^ h\tl+ | j h\+..., (25)
(25A)
the values of hu'o, h?uv hau™, ... being given by
hu0 = ^ - ^
(26)
It should be observed that (25) only agrees with (D) when in (26)
we stop always at the same difference of an even order; and it will be
found later that this is also necessary for purposes of greater accuracy.
Proceedings, Vol. xxxi., p. 465, formulae (74).
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6. Accuracy of Standard Formula.—To determine the accuracy of the
formula (16)-(24), or of (25) with the limitation mentioned at the end of
the last paragraph, it is only necessary to consider (16), 0 being supposed
to be between 0 and 1. If 0 is negative, so that the appropriate formula
is (17), we must substitute its numerical (positive) value in the results
we obtain.
If in (16) we express Suif $2u0, ... in terms of ..., u-.x, uQ, ux ..., it
becomes
u0)—^r— fai
This gives, for the error in u9 (see § 2),
6{1
-
6)
 &a (1 + 0)0(1-0) tfa 4.
—— o a0 — 6 aj-f-...
i ^ | v-a -
(27A)
If we collect coefficients of ...» a_i, a0, a1} ..., it will be found that—
(1) the coefficient of c^  is
, 0 , 0(1-0) (1+0)0(1-0) , q + 0 ) 0 g - 0 ) ( 2 - 0 )
~ fTo] H I ! 2TTI 2TTi '""'
the successive values of which, according to the number of terms
taken, are
 1
1 - 0
1! '
(1+0) (1-0) ^
(1 + 0) (1-0) (2-0)
1! 2!
so that, however many terms are taken, the coefficient of a0 is
positive;
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(2) the first term in which aT appears is that which contains (52r~Vs>
and the coefficients of ar are alternately of signs (—)r-1 and
(—)r. The coefficients of ar arising from the terms containing
52n~1aj and <52na0 are respectively
and
(n—r)\ (n+r — 1)!
, - l + 0)(n-2+0)... 0(1-0)(2-0) ... (n-6)
(29)
v
 ' (n-r)\ (n+r)!
the sum of which is of sign (—)r~l; so that, however many terms
are taken, the coefficient of ar is of sign (—Y~l;
(8) the coefficient of a_r may similarly be shown to be of sign (—)''".
Hence the greatest possible value of ae is when each of the errors
..., a_i, a0, alf ... is numerically equal to J/o, but the signs (assuming
a0 positive) are
. . . , a_8, a_2, a_ i , a0, alt a2, a3, a4, . . .
..., ~, +, -, +, +, ~, +, -, ...
Taking these values, we find from (11) and (12) that
(30)
S'2a0 = —
(31)
so that, substituting in (27), we have, as the limit of error when (16) is
taken up to terms in 8uu0 or in S2n+1Ut,,
, , eq-6) , a+e)fl(i-e)(2-e) ,
1!1! 2T2l t"""
.
... 6(1-6) ...(2-
n\ n\
( 3 2 )
This is therefore the limit of error in (18) or (22) when taken up to S2nu0
and S2nuv in (19) or (28) when taken up to S2n+1ub in (20) or (24) when
taken up to <52nf~"1M_j and ^n~luif and in (21) or (25) when taken up to
S2nu0, provided that, in the last two cases, if 6 is negative, its numerical
magnitude is taken.
In (18) or (22) and in (19) or (23) 0 lies between 0 and 1, while in
(20) or (24) and in (21) or (25) it lies between — £ and £.
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7. Accuracy of Curtailed Formula.—The expression (32) has only
been shown to be the limit of error when the formula which we are
using is the equivalent of (16) or (17): e.g., when (19) or (23) is taken
up to the term involving <52'l+1w*, or when (21) or (25) is taken- up to
the term involving S'inuQ. We might, however, in either of these cases,
wish to stop at the next preceding term ; and we have to see how this
would affect the limit of error.
We must, in the first place, inquire into the signs of the as.
Assuming 6 to be between 0 and £, so that \fs in (23) is negative, we
have found that in (16) the coefficients of ar, aQt and o_r are of signs
(—)r~\ + i and (—)r respectively. This will therefore hold if in (19) or
(23) we stop at (S2""1^, or in (21) or (25) at S2n~2uQ. The single term
which we take next is in the one case (see (14 A))
1
~
r
 2n+lCn+i-r
and in the other case (see ( 1 3 A))
9 ( 1 , _ ^ <» tf-fl.; f _ . . . + ( _ r - , . Jl2nC._rMr..._M_ I.
(271—1)! I n )
and in each case the coefficients of ar, a0, and a_r in the term added
to a9 will follow the above rule of signs. Hence, as in the last sec-
tion, the limit of error will be found by putting each of the errors
..., a_i, a0, av ... equal to ±£p, the signs being as in (30).
(i.) First consider (19) or (23). The expression (82) gives the limit
of error when we take the formula up to S2n+1u^. If we only take it up
to the next preceding term, we omit a term in S2n+ltti} and therefore we
omit from a9 a similar term involving <52n+1a$. But we see from (81)
that, with the ascribed values, this last term is zero. Hence (82) gives
the error in (19) or (23) when taken up to fx82nuQ, as well as when taken
up to 62n+hih.
(ii.) Next consider (21) or (25). If we omit the term involving S2nu0,
we\omit from ae a term
}( }
 (2n)!
the value of which, by (31), is
(3S)
so that by omitting this term the limit of error is increased. By taking
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n = 1, 2, ... successively, we find that the limit of error in ue due to
the use of (21) or (25) is
1+0- <9
2
1! 1! I 2 !2 ! I 2! 3!
(34)
the series inside the brackets being taken to the same number of terms
as are used in (25). This is on the assumption that 0 is positive : if it
is negative, we must, as before, use its numerical value.
It is therefore important, for the sake of accuracy, that in using
(25) and (26) we should stop at a difference of even order, even though
the portion of (25) due to this difference might be negligible if the values
of u were exact.
C. Comparison of Results.
8. The limit of error as given by (32) for a formula going up to
differences of any particular order is a good deal less than the corre-
sponding limit as given by (9) ; and therefore, apart from the fact that
the central-difference formula generally requires the use of fewer terms,
it is more accurate as regards the tabular error. The following table *
gives a comparison of the respective limits of error; the figures I. and
II. denote the errors due to the advancing-difference and the central-
difference formulae, and the coefficient p is omitted throughout:—
e
•• c ,
- {:,
•4 I 1 '
I II.
* {n.
° in.
Error due to use of Differences up to and
including
1st
•500
•500
•500
•500
•500
•500
•500
•500
•500
•500
2nd
•625
•625
•580
•580
•620
•620
•620
•620
•580
•580
3rd
•813
025
•724
•580
•H12
•620
•788
•620
•676
•580
4 t h
1-086
•690
900
•024
1-104
•088
1-024
•688
•800
•624
5th
1-4U7
•696
1343
024
1553
•688
1-360
•088
•909
024
Oth
•2-132
•745
1970
053
2-265
•734
1-886
•734
1-213
•053
7 th
3 147
•745
3 042
053
3422
•734
2-700
•734
1-582
053
* Cf. Rice, udi sup., p. 51.
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It has been assumed that the tabulated values of the differences are
not the " corrected " values, but are obtained directly from the tabulated
values of u. If the differences are corrected, i.e.. if each difference, like
each value of u, is within + %p of the true value, the formulae for the
limit of error will of course have to be altered.* These cases, however,
need not be considered here, since, if reduction of the error is important,
and the differences are corrected, the discrepancies between the successive
columns in the table can be utilized for increasing the accuracy in the
tabulated values of uA
II. Residual Error.
9. We have so far assumed that the formula used is correct, and
have examined the error due to the fact that the tabulated values of u
are incorrect. We have now to consider the error due to the formula
itself being incorrect, it being assumed that the tabulated values are
correct.
Before doing this, however, it will be useful to inquire into the
relation between the advancing-difference formula and the central-
difference formula.
(i.) If the advancing-difference formula is taken up to the term in-
volving A1X> we may write it in the form
u& = mu0, (35)
where
= uQ+ —
—+1)
 A X > (96)
the formula (35) being only approximately correct.
Now, if r is an integer,
(37)
and therefore, if we substitute 9 = 0, 1, 2, ..., m in (86), we obtain
• Cf. A. A. Markoff, Bifferenzenreehnung (1896), p . 30.
t Cf. Biometrika, Vol. n . , p. 177, §4.
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Mo» ui> U2> •••» wm- Hence, by Lagrange's theorem, since
 mU% is a rational
integral function of 0 of degree m,
TT _ 0 ( 0 - 1 ) . . . O - T O )
m\
v* i Wm
_ 0 (0-1) . . . ( e -w) A , «o
w! 0 ^ 0 '
This may be verified by substituting ux—u0, w2~2%+w0, ... for Aw0,
Aaw0, ... in (86), and collecting coefficients of um, um-\, ..., u0 in the
result.
(ii.) Similarly, if the central-difference formula (16), for values of #
from 0 to £, is taken up to the term involving SmtiQ or Smu±, according
as m is even or odd, we may write it in the form
«• = mF9, (39)
where
( 0 + w - 1 ) ( ^ - 2 ) . . . ( e - n ) ^ o > (40)
0(0-1) ,2 . (0+1)0(0 —1)
<5w4+ v 2 , <52w0+ 3 , d
l ) . ( e ~ n ) - , + l .
4> (
 ^
If we substitute ux—u0, ux—2MO+%_I, ... for 5wj, 8\Q, ... in (40) and
(41), we shall find that ur first appears in <52r~1Wj, and that u_r first
appears in 82ru0. By collecting coefficients it is not difficult to reduce (40)
and (41) to the forms
v __2n e
~
6—n 6—n-\-l d—n+2 v+n)
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v _
2n+1 6
 ~
x G
We see from (42) and (43) that, if we substitute 6 = 0,1, — 1 , 2, —2, ...
successively in (40) and (41), up to —n in (40) or n-f 1 in (41), we obtain
u0, ux, tt_lf w2> w-2i ••• up to u-n or wB+1. This might have been proved
directly,* and we should then, as in (i.), have deduced (42) and (48) at
once by Lagrange's theorem.
(iii.) For values of 6 from — £ to 0 the central-difference formula is
(17). This, however, is really the same as (16), with the u's taken in the
reverse order. We shall therefore find that for in = 2?i (17) will give
ug in the form (42), while for m = 2n-\-l it will give an expression
exactly similar to (43), but with un, ..., u~n-\ substituted for un+i, ••-, u-n,
and 6—ii, ..., 0-f-?i+l for 6—n— 1, ..., 0+w. The expression (48) would
therefore correspond to (17) adapted for values of 6 from £ to 1.
(iv.) Hence, on the whole, the central-difference formulae when taken
up to a difference of order 2;i will give (42) as the value of Ue for values
of 6 from — £ to £, while when taken up to a difference of order 2?i-fl
they will give (43) as the value of ug for values of 8 from 0 to 1.
(v.) If now we compare (42) and (43) with (38), we see that
 inVg-n and
•2,1+iVe-H. are of exactly the same form as
 2n,Ug and 2n+\Ug, except that
the latter contain the values uQ, uv u2, ... up to u.itl or IA2/I+I. while the
former contain the values w_n, ?6_n+i, u-.n+2, ... up to un or un+i. In
other words, the advancing-difference formula which we use for inter-
polating through the interval from xp to xp+x, 0 having values from 0 to 1,
would become the central-difference formula if we used it for interpolating
through the interval from xp+n^ to xv+n+ii, 0 having values from n—\ to
»i+i> when differences are taken up to those of the (2n)th order, or
through the interval from xp+n to xp+n+i, 0 having values from n to n + l ,
when differences are taken up to those of the (2?iH-l)th order.
Geometrically, if we regard the given values of n as the ordinates of a
ourve, we interpolate by treating any other value of u as the ordinate of a
parabola of degree 2?i or 2w-fl which passes through the extremities of
or 2?t+2 consecutive given ordinates; but i;i using the advancing-
• Seep. 339.
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difference formula for the interval from x0 to xx we take the ordinates
u>o> u>i> u2t ..., while in using the central-difference formula for the interval
from £_$ to x± or from x0 to xx we commence with the nearest ordinate
and continue with those ordinates which are successively the next
nearest.
We can therefore simplify the consideration of the residual error by
extending the range of values of 6 or 9. If we write
(44)
where
 mU9 has the value given by (88), we have to examine the value of
mEe, where 9 has any value between 0 and ra. The error in the
advancing-difference formula will then be found by treating 6 as between
0 and 1, while the error in the central-difference formula will be found
by treating it as between \m—\ and %m-\-\.
There are various known expressions for mBB. For our present pur-
pose it will be sufficient to consider two of them.
10. We have seen that, if in
 mUe we substitute 6 = 0, 1, 2, ..., m, we
obtain u0, ulf u2, ..., um. Hence, if in mU% we replace u0, uu uz, ..., um by
a constant k, the resulting expression will be equal to k when 0 has any
of the w + 1 values 0, 1, 2, ..., m. The expression is, however, only of
degree m in 9 ; and therefore it must be identically equal to k. Hence,
putting k = 1,
Multiplying both sides of this by ue, and substituting from this and from
(38) in (44), we find*
7? _ 9 (9 — 1)...(O—m) (ue—um n ue—um-i , . . vnUe—u0 {
nU
*~ m\ 1"6=^ " "°1e-m+l+-"H } ~9~i
(46)
_ 9 (9 -1 ) . . . (9 -m) A O T t t e -M 0
^
 A
 9 = 0 " ( 4 b A )
= 6(9-1). (9-
mi ( 4 6 B )
* Cf. Boole, p. 146.
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where Tr is the tangent of the angle which the line joining (x0, u&) to
(xr, ur) makes with the axis of x.
Expressed in terms of central differences, (21) and (22) being taken as
the typical formulae, this gives
u, =
V ( M ^
 (47)
where £r is the tangent of the angle which the line joining (xe, u0) to
(xr, ur) makes with the axis of x. The last term in (48) may also be
written
^ftjfcfffr-"-1' W- h. (49)
The above formul® are exact, but they do not give any very clear
indication of the magnitude of the error JRe, since AmT0 might be very
different according as 0 was between 0 and 1 or between £m—% and
The expression found in the next section is more useful.
11. Let us write*
ii,K—u0— — Aw0 —— A2w0—... '-^— AT O uQ
JL! A ! Vl I
X ( X — 1 ) . . . ( X — m ) A.mu%—i^o
m\
Then 0(X) vanishes when X has any of the m + 1 values 0, 1, 2, ..., m,
and also when X = 9. Hence, provided 0 lies between 0 and m, the
(m+ l)th differential coefficient of <f> (X) with regard to X vanishes for some
value of X between 0 and ?n; in other words, if
9 f 0 (51)
* Markoff, p. 6.
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so that
 T f(xo+eh)-f(xg+rh) ( 5 2 )
(0—r)h
then A»ro = - ^ T / " + 1 ( f ) (53)
and
where £ has some value between xQ and #m. This is for advancing
differences; if we use central differences, we shall have a corresponding
expression, where £ has some value between those belonging to the
extreme ordinates which enter into the formula.
This last result explains the general superiority of central-difference
over advancing-difference formulae, and it also indicates some of the
limitations of interpolation by finite differences.
(i.) Suppose that throughout the range of values of x from xQ to xm
fm+J (x) is approximately constant, or at any rate does not vary greatly.
Then the magnitude of the residual error depends on the magnitude of
9(0—1) ... (9—m). This is obviously less when 0 is nearly equal to \m
than when it is nearly equal to 0 ; if, for instance, m =• 5, and we are
interpolating at the middle of an interval, the above expression, when we
use the advancing-difference formula, is
but, when we use the central-difference formula, it is
5 3 1 1 3 5
which is less than one-fourth of the former. Thus, by the use of central
differences, we may be able to exclude a term which would otherwise have
to be included, and thus to shorten our formulae.
(ii.) It may, however, be the case that within a certain range of values
fm+l(x) is small, while outside this range it becomes relatively great. In
such a case we ought to adapt the formula to the circumstances, using
central-difference formulae towards the middle of the range, and advancing-
difference or receding-difference formulae towards the extremities.
(iii.) In such a case, also, we may obviously make our formula worse
by introducing differences of a higher order.
These difficulties are usually solved by inspection of the differences
themselves ; their smallness along certain lines indicating the particular
SBB. 2. VOL. 4. KO. 933. Z
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formula that should be used. The formula may be neither a central-
difference nor an advancing-difference formula: the differences taken into
account may run first centrally and then diagonally. It is not necessary
to obtain special formulae for every such case; if the table indicates that
we ought to stop at a particular difference A"'«ftl any formula which is
a proper formula for interpolation (i.e., which would give it exactly if
Amu were constant), and which uses only values of u, Au, ..., Amu com-
prised within the triangle whose vertex is A"1-*/,,,, can be reduced to a
central-difference formula by reconstructing, on the basis of A"lwa being
constant, the portion of the table which lies outside this triangle.
Suppose, for instance,* that we had to interpolate from a table in
which values of u = tan x are given by intervals of 10° in x from —90°
to +90°. The portion of the table from x = 0° to x = 90°, taken up to
10th differences, would be as below; the portion from x = — 90° to
x = 0° being similar, except that the values of u and of the even differ-
ences would be negative.
X
0°
10°
20°
30°
40°
50°
60°
70°
80°
90°
V
•ooooo
17633
•36397
•57735
•83910
119175
1-73205
2-74748
567128
oo
AU
*
17633
18764
21338
26175
35265
54030
1 01543
2 92380
oo
0
1131
2574
4837
9090
18765
47513
1 90837
oo
+
1131
1443
2263
4253
9675
28748
1 43324
00
0
312
820
1990
5422
19073
1 14576
oo
A5n
312
508
1170
3432
13651
95503
oo
0
196
662
2262
10219
81852
oo
A7M
+
196
466
1600
7957
71633
00
0
270
1134
6357
63676
CO
270
864
5223
57319
00
0
594
4359
52096
00
It will be seen that all the differences first decrease and then increase ;
that for interpolating near x = 0° we may use central differences up to
about the 9th; that for values near —50° and +50° we must use
advancing and receding differences respectively, also up to about the 9th ;
and that for intermediate values we require a special formula. We can
* Cf. Journal of Royal Statistical Society, Vol. LXin., p. 446.
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therefore frame a new table, as below, by taking the 9th difference as
constant. The inserted differences are printed in dark type.
X
0°
10
20"
30°
40°
50°
u
•ooooo
•17633
•36397
• -57735
•83910
1-19175
Alt
-t
17633
18764
21338
26175
35265
A':;t
0
1131
2574
4837
9090
18171
A:i!t
+
1131
1443
2263
4253
9081
0
312
820
1990
4828
11150
A5U
+
312
508
1170
2838
6322
0
196
662
1668
3484
6380
AMI.
+
196
466
1008
1816
2896
ASH
0
270
540
810
1080
1350
A9U
270
270
270
270
270
It will be found that this table gives very good results. If, for in-
stance, we calculate u for x = 5°, 15°, 25°, 35°, 45°, by the central-
difference formula* for mid-way interpolation, the first four values will be
correct to five places, while the fifth will only be wrong by "00004.
APPENDIX.
1. The proposition in § 9 (ii.), that
• •. On terms)
is equal to itr when r has any negative or positive integral value from —n
to n, if m = 2>i+l, and from —n to n-j-1, if m = 2/1 + 2, may be proved
by elementary methods as follows :—
(i.) Suppose the proposition true for /• = p, so that
P ?2
3!
the series continuing until the individual terms vanish, on account of p
being within the limits mentioned above.
* Vroceedings, Vol. xxxi., p. 462, formula (63).
z 2
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The formula (55) being true identically, we can apply it to <Sw4 and its
differences, instead of to u0, and we find
'which, by taking terms after the first in pairs, can be reduced to
Sup+i = Sui+pS\+ M p J g ^ + ( P + 1 ) y < P - 1 ) ^ + . . . . (56)
Adding (55) and (56),
so that the proposition is true for r = p-\-l.
But it is true for r = 0 ; therefore it is true for r = 1, 2 The
limit of these values is determined by the fact that the series in (56) goes
up to a difference one degree higher than in (55); so that the next term in
(55) must be one that contains _p— p as a factor.
(ii.) Again, (57) is true if we apply it to uv reading the u's in the
other direction. This gives
so that, if the proposition is true for r = p-\-l, it is true for r = — p.
The case of r = —n, when 2?i+l terms are taken, can be proved
specially.
2. The relation (55) may be written
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If we write
(2p-2)!
v M = P r4- (P + VPJP-1
XpW — j[x-r--
 3 !
it can be proved that
and thence, by induction,
These formulae, by the substitution of A for x, would lead to the results
in the last section.
